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ABSTRACT
After nearly five years and 34 draft versions, standardization of the
new connection oriented transport protocol QUIC was finalized
in May 2021. Designed as a fundamental network protocol with
increased complexity due to the combination of functionality from
multiple network stack layers, it has the potential to drastically
influence the Internet ecosystem. Nevertheless, even in its early
stages, the protocol attracted a variety of parties including large
providers. Our study shows, that more than 2.3M IPv4 and 300 k
IPv6 addresses support QUIC hosting more than 30M domains.

Using our newly implemented stateful QUIC scanner (QScanner)
we are able to successfully scan 26M targets. We show that TLS as
an integral part is similarly configured between QUIC and TLS over
TCP stacks for the same target. In comparison, we identify 45widely
varying transport parameter configurations, e.g., with differences
in the order of magnitudes for performance relevant parameters.
Combining these configurations with HTTP Server header values
and associated domains reveals two large edge deployments from
Facebook and Google. Thus, while found QUIC deployments are
located in 4667 autonomous systems, numerous of these are again
operated by large providers.

In our experience, IETF QUIC already sees an advanced deploy-
ment status mainly driven by large providers. We argue that the
current deployment state and diversity of existing implementations
and seen configurations solidifies the importance of QUIC as a fu-
ture research topic. In this work, we provide and evaluate a versatile
tool set, to identify QUIC capable hosts and their properties.

Besides the statefulQScanner we present and analyze a newly im-
plemented IPv4 and IPv6 ZMapmodule. We compare it to additional
detection methods based on HTTP Alternative Service Header val-
ues from HTTP handshakes and DNS scans of the newly drafted
HTTPS DNS resource record. While each method reveals unique
deployments the latter would allow lightweight scans to detect
QUIC capable targets but is drastically biased towards Cloudflare.
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1 INTRODUCTION
QUIC, a new connection-oriented Internet protocol was finally
standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in May
2021 [21]. The protocol was initially developed and implemented
by Google and made public in 2013 [23]. Afterwards, the official
standardization process was transferred to the IETF within its own
working group1. Over the years, the base draft passed through 34
revisions before entering its last calls.

The QUIC protocol combines functionalities from different layers
of the network stack, including the transport layer, security in
the form of Transport Layer Security (TLS) and stream control to
optimize higher layer applications. The integration of QUIC into the
protocol stack and the comparison to TLS over TCP can be seen in
Figure 1. In addition to the QUIC base protocol, Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) Version 3 is drafted [4], specifically focusing on
the deployment of HTTP on top of QUIC. This combination of
functionality from multiple layers increases the overall complexity
of a protocol and, therefore, increases the possibility of diverging
implementations, potential errors or unintended behavior.

As new, fundamental network protocol, QUIC has the potential
to drastically influence the Internet ecosystem. It attracted a variety
of providers, developers and contributors even in its early stages.
The QUIC working group already lists 22 different implementa-
tions [17]. Additionally, with the initial contribution from Google,
and as shown by Rüth et al. [39] in 2018 significant, productive
deployment of Google QUIC was already visible on the Internet
in early stages of the specification. By now, QUIC carries over a
third of the Google traffic [8] and Facebook reports that QUIC is

1https://tools.ietf.org/wg/quic/
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Figure 1: QUIC stack compared to TLS over TCP.

responsible for over 75 % of its traffic [24]. Furthermore, in April
2021, Firefox officially announced QUIC support in its Nightly and
Beta release [7].

Due to the attraction of the protocol in the community and
within large providers but also due to the increased complexity
of the protocol based on the combinations of functionality from
multiple layers, thorough research of the protocol, its deployment
and its effects on the Internet ecosystem are necessary.

Therefore, research requires the means to identify QUIC ca-
pable targets. Furthermore, knowledge about the state of deploy-
ments, configurations but also involved parties provides a funda-
mental baseline for future research and developments regarding
IETF QUIC.

In this paper, we compare different methods to identify QUIC
deployments and analyze the availability of QUIC shortly before
the standardization based on an Internet-wide measurement study.
This allows to identify how many QUIC deployments can already
be found and whether deployments are well-prepared for the fi-
nal standardization already supporting latest versions. Besides the
identification of deployments and supported versions, we examine
characteristics in regard to successful handshakes, TLS behavior,
transport parameters and HTTP/3 capabilities based on a newly
implemented and shared QUIC scanner, namely QScanner .

Our contributions in this work are:
(i) We compare different methodologies to identify IETF QUIC

deployments. On one hand, we execute large scale ZMap based
IPv4 and IPv6 scans which detect QUIC servers and their supported
versions. On the other hand, we compare our findings to alterna-
tive service discovery methods that can reveal QUIC deployments.
Therefore, we analyze the HTTP Alternative Service (ALT-SVC)
Header from TLS-over-TCP scans including HTTP requests and the
newly drafted Domain Name System Resource Records (DNS RRs)
for Service Binding, SVCB and HTTPS [41]. We scanned in regular
intervals over a period of three months to analyze the development
during the final steps of the standardization.

(ii) We deploy stateful scans that attempt complete QUIC hand-
shakes with found deployments and analyze how many targets can
be successfully connected to using QUIC. This allows us and future
research to analyze the configuration of targets in regard to their
transport parameters, TLS and HTTP.

(iii) To support the community to conduct substantial research
on QUIC, we publish our versatile tool set including the ZMap
modules to detect IETF QUIC deployments and our stateful QUIC
scanner QScanner . Furthermore, we provide access to our analysis
results and raw data:

https://quicimc.github.io/

Client Server
Initial[0]: CRYPTO[CH], PADDING

Optional: (Version Negotiation)

Optional: (Initial[0]: CRYPTO[CH], PADDING)

Initial[0]: CRYPTO[SH] ACK[0]

Handshake[0]: CRYPTO[EE, CERT, CV, FIN]

1-RTT[0]: STREAM[1, "..."]

Initial[1]: ACK[0]

Handshake[0]: CRYPTO[FIN], ACK[0]

1-RTT[0]: STREAM[0, "..."], ACK[0]

Handshake[1]: ACK[0]

1-RTT[1]: HANDSHAKE DONE, STREAM[3, "..."], ACK[0]

Figure 2: QUIC handshake including a version negotiation.

In Section 2 important background is provided, followed by a
description and motivation of newly implemented scan tools and
conducted scans in Section 3. We analyze and compare different
methodologies to discover QUIC capable hosts in Section 4 and in-
vestigate distribution and version support of deployments. We fur-
ther analyze deployments regarding their TLS setup, QUIC specific
transport parameters and HTTP capabilities in Section 5 followed
by a comparison to related work in Section 6 and a discussion of
results in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND
We explain important background covering relevant parts of the
QUIC handshake and version negotiation. Additionally, we cover
the HTTP ALT-SVC Header and HTTPS DNS RR.

2.1 QUIC
QUIC is designed to be a general transport protocol combining fea-
tures from different layers of the network stack. The protocol covers
transport functionality, including reliable delivery and congestion
control, allows network path independent connection migration,
and integrates TLS 1.3 to provide confidentiality and integrity of
data. To reduce latency, mainly during the handshake, it combines
the exchange of transport and cryptographic parameters as shown
in Figure 2.

As indicated in Figure 1, QUIC includes functionality, namely
stream multiplexing and per stream flow control that is normally
handled by higher layers, e.g., HTTP/2. Therefore, HTTP/3 is stan-
dardized alongside QUIC [4] as HTTP derivative on top of QUIC.
Furthermore, new Application-Layer Protocol Negotiation (ALPN)
values are specified to indicate the support of HTTP/3. During the
standardization process, it included the draft version, e.g., h3-29 for
“Version 29” but will be fixed to h3 [4].

Handshake. To begin a handshake, a client sends an Initial packet
including a TLS 1.3 Client Hello and transport parameters. The latter
are sent as TLS extension to offer integrity protection. Furthermore,
the Initial packet needs to be padded to at least 1200 B. This ensures
that a reasonable Path Maximum Transmission Unit (PMTU) is
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supported and reduces the amplification factor to prevent potential
misuse. If the server is able to pursue the handshake, it replies with
an Initial packet containing the TLS 1.3 Server Hello in a Crypto
frame, and further TLS messages in Handshake frames. The client
needs to conclude the handshake with necessary Acknowledgment
frames, a Crypto frame finishing the TLS handshake and can start
data transmission using Stream frames.

Version Negotiation. Due to the possibility to implement QUIC in
user space, different implementations are available [17] which can
be quickly adapted to new versions [38]. Besides, Google advanced
its own QUIC specification. This resulted in a multitude of existing
versions [18] and their deployment in parallel. To allow successful
handshakes without previous knowledge about supported versions
by a server, a simple version negotiation mechanism was specified
alongside QUIC [21]. If the server does not support the initially
offered version, it can reply to the client’s Initial frame with a ver-
sion negotiation including its set of supported versions. A specific
set of versions with the pattern 0x?a?a?a?a is specified to enforce
a version negotiation [21]. This mechanism might be updated in
the future with more functionality as proposed in an additional
draft [40]. Similar to Rüth et al. [39], we use this to discover QUIC
capable hosts and their supported versions described in Section 3.1.

Transport Parameter. QUIC allows each client and server to spec-
ify an individual set of transport parameters [21]. To send these
parameters early during the handshake and provide integrity pro-
tection, a new TLS extension was defined. Currently, 17 different
parameters exist in the specification, which can be extended in the
future. For example, peers can set the initial size of the flow con-
trol window for the connection or streams, the maximum number
of allowed streams, and options regarding connection migration.
Some options are server-only and cannot be used by the client.
Also, options set during the handshake can later be updated with
corresponding QUIC frames. We look into deployment specific
parameters on the Internet in more detail in Section 5.2.

2.2 Alternative Service Discovery
With the increase of different services sharing the same domain or
even the same port and the necessity to reduce latency, different
mechanisms exist to discover alternative service endpoints and
their parameters.

HTTP Alternative Services. HTTP provides a functionality called
Alternative Services [36], to enable servers to redirect clients. Alter-
native service endpoints are defined as ALPN protocol name, a host
and port. They can be served using the HTTP ALT-SVC Header
or in a dedicated ALTSVC frame using HTTP/2. The new HTTP/3
ALPN value can be added accordingly to indicate support. Due to
the strict relation between HTTP/3 and QUIC, receiving an HTTP
ALT-SVC Header with an ALPN value indicating HTTP/3 implies
QUIC support.

SVCB and HTTPS DNS RR. Besides HTTP ALT-SVC Header, IETF
works on new DNS RRs, namely SVCB and HTTPS [41] to allow
a client to learn about endpoints or additional information for a
specific endpoint before an initial transport layer handshake using
DNS.

The SVCB DNS RR stands for Service Binding and represents
a more general record, while the HTTPS DNS RR is specifically
designed to be used with HTTPS. They accomplish two major goals,
directing a client (i) to another alias or (ii) to an alternative endpoint
including service information. In the scope of this work, the latter
goal is mainly of interest. A major use case of the HTTPS DNS RR
is to direct clients to QUIC endpoints [41]. Besides ALPN values,
these DNS RRs can directly contain ipv4- and ipv6hints including IP
addresses for the service. This allows to identify, whether a domain
can be accessed using QUIC and which IP address can be used,
using a single, recursive DNS query. We use addresses from these
hints in combination with resolved domains for further analysis
(see Section 4) and as targets for stateful scans (see Section 5).

3 CONDUCTED SCANS
This section explains our measurements and describes all imple-
mented or used tools to conduct scans including QUIC, DNS and
TLS over TCP. We publish all implemented scanning tools to sup-
port the community with research regarding QUIC. For all scans,
we apply ethical measures described in Appendix A.

3.1 ZMap Scans
ZMap allows detecting targets supporting a specific transport pro-
tocol on a scanned port without previous knowledge about targets
(at least for IPv4) [10]. Therefore, we implemented a ZMap module
to detect QUIC capable hosts on the Internet as first scan. This
module is similar to the work from Rüth et al. [39]. We are not able
to directly reuse their published module, since the available code
was built to detect Google QUIC versions and is neither up to date
with the current IETF drafts nor does it support IPv6.

The implemented ZMap module sends IETF draft conform QUIC
packets enforcing a Version Negotiation packet as response. The
remaining content is neither encrypted nor does it contain a Client
Hello message. This is not necessary since the server must process
the invalid version first and respond with a version negotiation [21].
This reduces the computational overhead at the scanner and theoret-
ically allows higher scanning rates. Furthermore, padding is added
to reach the required 1200 B. Using ZMap with the implemented
module originates at least a magnitude more traffic as a simple
TCP SYN scan with the same rate, e.g., discovering HTTPS capable
hosts on port 443. This research is limited to a single vantage point.
However, we use a dedicated, unfiltered network research prefix
part of our university infrastructure for scans. This network is ca-
pable to handle the scanning load, and we are in contact with the
network administrators. With the increased usage and specification
of newly means to discover alternative services including QUIC,
future research might be able to reduce the number of required
scans.

We testedwhether a version negotiation can be triggeredwithout
padding and found a drastically lower response rate. Only 11.3 %
of IPv4 addresses found with padding responded and 95.4 % of
these are from a single Autonomous System (AS). With a subset of
targets, we tested to complete a handshake with an Initial packet
without padding, but were unsuccessful in all tests. Thus, all tested
deployments follow specifications in draft 34 [22] at least for the
Initial packet without a version negotiation.
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For IPv4, we scan the complete address space filtering the local
blocklist following the ethical considerations discussed in Appen-
dix A. Before scanning the Internet, we tested the module against
local QUIC setups and officially provided test servers [17]. We
slowly increased the number of scanned targets and the packet
rate per second. After we saw no issues in local tests and received
no complaints, we started to scan Internet-wide with up to 15 k
packets per second and are capable of scanning the reachable IPv4
address space in under 56 h.

For IPv6, we use AAAA records from domain resolutions explained
in Section 3.2 in addition to the inputs provided by the IPv6 Hitlist
service [14]. Combining both input sources we scan 24.5M IPv6
addresses.

We show in Section 4 and 5, that a major disadvantage of these
scans is missing information about domains resolving to found IP
addresses supporting QUIC. During stateful scans, missing knowl-
edge about associated domains results in a low success rate due
to the strict integration of TLS into QUIC and the usage of Server
Name Indication (SNI). We argue that statistics regarding the de-
ployment of QUIC only based on ZMap scans need to be analyzed
carefully. Furthermore, we show in Section 4 that some deploy-
ments do not react to the forced version negotiation as specified in
RFC9000 [21] and used by the ZMap module.

3.2 DNS Scans
To circumvent the disadvantages of QUIC ZMap scans, mainly
missing domains and the high bandwidth requirement, we evaluate
additional means to discover QUIC deployments based on domains
that can be used as SNI. In theory, the newly drafted HTTPS DNS
RR provides a mechanism to quickly identify whether a service can
be accessed using QUIC based on its domain. This allows to set up
lightweight scans based on DNS resolution. In contrast to ZMap
scans, previous knowledge about potential targets is required in
the form of domains.

To analyze the effectiveness of this approach and the quality
of found QUIC capable targets for further research, we actively
resolve domain lists searching for their SVCB and HTTPS DNS RRs
as explained in Section 2.2.

We use MassDNS2 with a local Unbound3 resolver to resolve
domains from different input sources. Resolved domain lists in-
clude the Alexa Top 1M [2], Majestic Top 1M [32] and Umbrella
Top 1M [5]. Furthermore, we request and scan available zone files
from the Centralized Zone Data Service (CZDS) [20], including
com, net and org. CZDS offers us 1.1 k Top Level Domains (TLDs)
accounting for around 211M domains. 180M of these are part of
com, net and org. We scanned all sources once a week between
March 1st, andMay 9th, 2021.While we successfully resolved HTTPS
DNS RR of domains, none successfully resolved to an SVCB DNS RR.
Therefore, we focus on results from HTTPS DNS RR scans through-
out the remaining paper. Nevertheless, we show in Section 4 that
these scans still extend our view on the state of QUIC deployments.
Analyzing the state of these new DNS RRs and their deployment in
the future provides research a lightweight mean to detect service
information of domains.

2https://github.com/blechschmidt/massdns
3https://www.nlnetlabs.nl/projects/unbound/about/

These DNS scans additionally resolve A and AAAA DNS RRs to be
used as a basis for further scans including TLS and IPv6 ZMap scans.
For the latter, we use AAAA records as input. Furthermore, DNS
resolutions are combined with ZMap scans for stateful QUIC scans
and TLS over TCP scans. The information from domain resolutions
is used as SNI to increase the success rate of TLS handshakes.

3.3 TLS over TCP Scans
Due to the low success rate of HTTPS DNS RR scans (see Section 4),
we additionally investigate the value of the HTTP ALT-SVC Header
to detect QUIC capable targets. Compared to the DNS scans, col-
lecting HTTP ALT-SVC Headers requires more costly scans but
due to the advanced maturity of the methodology, we are able to
detect more QUIC deployments as shown in Section 4. We rely
on regular TLS over TCP scans including HTTP/1 or HTTP/2 re-
quests, already conducted within our research group. This allows
us to collect HTTP ALT-SVC Headers, and thus potential QUIC
deployments as explained in Section 2.2.

To scan TLS over TCP we firstly conduct standard TCP SYN
ZMap scans targeting port 443. We expect the highest response rate
on this port for TLS over TCP but also for QUIC scans. We use the
ZMap fork4 from Gasser et al. [14] that supports IPv6. While we
scan the complete IPv4 address space, we use domain resolutions
from our DNS scans and data from the IPv6 Hitlist Service [14] as
input for IPv6 scans.

The ZMap scans are followed by stateful TLS scans finishing a
complete handshake. We use the Goscanner, introduced by Amann
et al. [3] and used for example in related work by Holz et al. [19], for
stateful TLS scans. The Goscanner is used instead of themore promi-
nent tool ZGrab 2.05, because it supports TLS 1.3, the mandatory
version for QUIC [43]. This allows us to extract TLS information
from these scans to compare to our QUIC results besides the collec-
tion of HTTP ALT-SVC Headers (see Section 5). We scan the set of
addresses from ZMap twice, once without and once with SNI. SNI
information for each target is collected by joining the results from
the DNS A and AAAA resolution with the results from the ZMap
scans.

3.4 QScanner: A Stateful QUIC Scanner
The previous scans only allow to detect QUIC deployments and
their supported versions. Collection of further information about
the deployment, e.g., whether complete handshakes succeed or
information regarding its QUIC specifics, including TLS and HTTP
properties is not possible. Therefore, we implemented a stateful
scanner similar to the used Goscanner for TLS over TCP. It is based
on the QUIC implementation quic-go6 and qtls7. Both libraries
are under active development and implement new draft versions
quickly. The version used for scans analyzed in Section 5 supported
draft 29, 32 and 34. However, it was updated shortly after the release
of RFC9000 to support IETF version 1, usable with the published
QScanner . According to the Interop Runner from Seemann and
Iyengar [42], it is compatible to most implementations. Therefore,

4https://github.com/tumi8/zmap
5https://github.com/zmap/zgrab2
6https://github.com/lucas-clemente/quic-go
7https://github.com/marten-seemann/qtls-go1-16/
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Table 1: Found QUIC Targets (calendar week 18).

Scanned Results
Targets Addresses ASes Domains

ZMap IPv4 3 023 298 514 2 134 964 4736 30 970 3161
IPv6 24 434 296 210 997 1704 17 972 7992

ALT-SVC3 IPv4 375 338 772 232 585 2174 36 907 770
IPv6 69 458 318 283 169 292 16 979 759

HTTPS IPv4 213 689 0574 85 092 1287 2 962 708
IPv6 69 684 112 2 736 040

1 Join with DNS scan, 10 % of IPv4 addresses map to a domain
2 Join with DNS scan, 62 % of IPv6 addresses map to a domain
3 Extracted from existing, regular scans (see Section 3.3)
4 A and AAAA records are additionally resolved to join with ZMap
scans (see Section 3.2)

we expected a high success rate with a scanner based on quic-go
and are able to effectively parallelize our scan reducing the overall
scan duration, while respecting the ethical considerations from
Appendix A. We only altered the respective QUIC and TLS libraries
to expose information about QUIC, TLS and HTTP. The QScanner
allows to either scan IP addresses individually, IPv4 as well as IPv6,
or combined with a domain used as SNI.

We used the QScanner for stateful scans covering all found tar-
gets, (i) from ZMap scans in combination with DNS A and AAAA
resolutions, (ii) from HTTP ALT-SVC Header data and (iii) from
HTTPS DNS RR scans.

4 QUIC DEPLOYMENTS ON THE INTERNET
The following section analyzes the results from scans in regard
to their detection rate of QUIC deployments, seen versions and
potential biases towards providers. Most of the following analyses
focus on the scans from calendar week 18 (May 3, until May 9, 2021).
Table 1 provides a general overview about found targets from each
source.

ZMap results. With 2.1M IPv4 addresses reacting with a Version
Negotiation packet, our ZMap scan results in the most targets based
on IP addresses. Furthermore, these addresses are located in over
4.7 k ASes. Compared to results from Rüth et al. [39], the number
of addresses has tripled since 2018 and the involved ASes increased
by 50 %. Joining the result with our DNS resolution reveals 30M do-
mains with potential QUIC support resolving to 10 % of found IPv4
addresses, while no domain resolves to the remaining addresses in
our scans. Most IP addresses without an associated domain belong
to large Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), mainly Cloudflare
(AS13335) with 28 %, Google (AS15169) with 22 % but also Akamai
(AS20940, 16.9 %) and Fastly (AS54113, 12.3 %). We argue that our
resolved domain set can only be associated to a subset of their IP
addresses due to load balancing mechanisms. Furthermore, our list
of resolved domains is not exhaustive. Thus, for some IP addresses
we might not be aware of associated domains.

In contrast to IP addresses without associated domains, we are
aware that not all joined domains might be QUIC enabled but
offer different functionality. Especially for large CDNs, a domain
resolving to an IP address does not necessarily mean it is used for
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Figure 3: Success rate of HTTPS DNS RR scans over mul-
tiple calendar weeks (x-axis) in 2021. We resolve around
180M domains from com/net/org. TLDs from CZDS (without
com/net/org) yield in 31M additional domains.

QUIC. We evaluate the success rate of QUIC handshakes with these
targets in more detail in Section 5.

For IPv6, we find considerably fewer QUIC capable targets and
ASes. The ZMap scan results in 210 k IPv6 addresses out of 24M
probed targets (see Section 3). Furthermore, IPv6 addresses are
located in 1.7 k ASes compared to 4.7 k for IPv4. On one hand, this
difference is based on the fact, that an IPv6 ZMap scan relies on an
input and cannot scan the complete address space. On the other
hand, IPv6 still lacks deployment reducing potentially found targets.
Similar differences can be seen for our TLS over TCP scans with
53M IPv4 but only 3M IPv6 addresses with an open port 443.

A domain can be found for 62 % of IPv6 addresses. This is sub-
stantially higher than for IPv4 but one of the input sources for the
IPv6 ZMap scans are the DNS scans. Similar to IPv4, most IPv6 ad-
dresses without domains are from CDNs (31.7 % Google (AS15169),
28.5 % Akamai (AS20940)).

Alternative service results. As shown in Figure 3, the overall
success rate of HTTPS DNS RR per input is low with ~1 % for
Com/Net/Org and up to 8 % for top lists but increases over time.
HTTPS DNS RRs for 2.9M domains contain information about an
IPv4 QUIC deployment but hint to only 85 k distinct addresses lo-
cated in 1.2 k ASes. Regarding IPv6, 2.7M domains indicate QUIC
support including 69.7 k addresses located in only 112 ASes.

Extracting HTTP ALT-SVC Headers from TLS over TCP scans
results in 232 k QUIC capable IPv4 addresses located in 2 k ASes.
While this methodology reveals more QUIC deployments, it hints
to a magnitude less IPv4 addresses compared to the ZMap scan.
Regarding IPv6, HTTP ALT-SVC Headers reveal a similar number
of addresses, but they are located in considerably fewer ASes.

We do not additionally scan addresses from these targets with
ZMap but only with the QScanner (see Section 5). The following
results regarding the distribution across ASes and supported ver-
sions is directly extracted from HTTP ALT-SVC Headers or from
resolved domains and their HTTPS DNS RR.
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Overlap between sources. All three input sources provide unique
targets. The overlap of IPv4 addresses is 69.5 k, while 146 k IPv4
addresses are unique based on HTTP ALT-SVC Headers and 2M
IPv4 addresses are only found by ZMap. Even though the success
rate of HTTPS DNS RR scans is low (see Figure 3), it offers 12 k
unique addresses.

While the overall number of seen IPv6 addresses is smaller,
the overlap is similar with 68 k addresses. Only 855 addresses are
uniquely seen in HTTPSDNS RR and 136 k addresses are from ZMap.
The largest share of unique IPv6 addresses is from the HTTP ALT-
SVC Header with 208 k IPv6 addresses.

While some addresses found by alternative service discovery
mechanisms are missed by ZMap due to network events, most
differences are due to deployments not implementing the version
negotiation mechanism as used by our ZMap module. Stateful scans
presented in Section 5 show, that even though found deployments
do not react to the implemented ZMap module, the QScanner is
able to communicate with multiple of these targets, either resulting
in successful handshakes or QUIC specific alerts. In contrast, ZMap
is able to detect further IP addresses supporting QUIC, missed
by domain based scans from a single vantage point due to load
balancing.

Key take-away. Analyzing the found number of QUIC deploy-
ments based on the three described discovery methods illustrates
their differences. Each methodology reveals unique QUIC deploy-
ments due to differences in QUIC implementations but also con-
figurations and thus their behavior in respect to our scans. At the
moment, research needs to rely on different sources of QUIC capa-
ble targets to allow a holistic analysis of QUIC and its deployment
on the Internet.

ZMap indicates QUIC support for most IPv4 addresses but based
on our DNS scans, domains resolve to only 10 % of found addresses.
We analyze whether successful handshakes are possible without a
domain in Section 5. In comparison, alternative service discovery
approaches reveal fewer addresses but HTTP ALT-SVC Headers
reveal similar amounts of domains reachable using QUIC. The low
success rate of HTTPS DNS RR scans drastically limits the utility
of the scan at the moment. We argue that the low success rate is
mainly due to the early stage of the draft [41].

We suggest re-evaluating this finding in future work, to analyze
whether the final standardization of QUIC results in the conver-
gence of deployments towards a similar behavior and thus, whether
a single detection approach suffices.

4.1 Who deploys and uses QUIC?
To evaluate the distribution of deployments in regard to providers,
we analyze which ASes announce ranges containing QUIC capable
IP addresses. Figure 4 shows the distribution of addresses, which
indicate QUIC support either based on a successful version nego-
tiation with ZMap, with an HTTP ALT-SVC Header during TLS
over TCP scans or an HTTPS DNS RR, across ASes ranked by the
number of addresses per AS. For IPv6 addresses, the overall number
of hits and corresponding ASes is not only smaller, but the top AS
already covers between 60 % for ZMap and 99 % for HTTPS DNS
RR. Considering ZMap for IPv4, the top AS covers only 35 %, but
the top 4 already covers 80 %. The most even distribution can be
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Figure 4: AS distribution of addresses indicating QUIC sup-
port during version negotiation with ZMap or ALPN values
(Note the y-axis does not start with 0).

seen for HTTP ALT-SVC Headers where the top AS only covers
35 %, and only after 100 ASes, an 80 % coverage is reached.

Table 2 shows the top 5 ASes for IPv4 addresses (a mapping
between AS numbers and their names can be found in Appen-
dix B Table 7). Cloudflare (AS13335) originates most addresses for
all sources but IPv6 addresses in combination with their HTTP
ALT-SVC Headers. The latter source is dominated by Hostinger
(AS47583). Interestingly, Google (AS15169) as initial force behind
QUIC is Rank 2 based on ZMap scans, Rank 3 based on HTTPS DNS
RRs and only Rank 6 based on HTTP ALT-SVC Headers. Most
of the remaining top ASes are cloud providers like DigitalOcean
(AS14061), Akamai (AS2094), or OVH (AS16276).

Key take-away. The analysis shows that the early deployments
can mainly be found in ASes operated by large providers. Neverthe-
less, deployments can be found in more than 4700 different ASes.
Using HTTPS DNS RRs to discover QUIC capable hosts is mainly
limited to Cloudflare at the moment. We investigate whether de-
ployments distributed accros ASes are set up by individuals or
operated by large providers in Section 5 based on stateful scans.

4.2 Deployed Versions
We use the version negotiation results from ZMap scans but also
versions directly indicated as ALPN value in HTTPSDNS RRs and the
HTTP ALT-SVC Header. Figure 5 shows the distribution of version
sets announced by servers in the version negotiation packet during
the IPv4 ZMap scans. Other combines 46 sets with a visibility of less
than 1 % each. Figure 6 shows the frequency of individual versions.
Versions starting with Q and T indicate Google QUIC without and
with TLS respectively and versions including mvfst are Facebook
specific.

The sets solely consisting of IETF versions are primarily used by
Cloudflare (AS13335). They are mainly responsible for the change of
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Table 2: Top 5 providers hosting QUIC services (a mapping to AS numbers can be found in Appendix B, Table 7).

ZMap HTTPS DNS RR ALT-SVC
Rank Provider1 #IPv4 Addr. #Domains2 Provider1 #IPv4 Addr. #Domains Provider1 #IPv4 Addr. #Domains

1 Cloudflare 676 483 23 843 989 Cloudflare 71 278 2 887 327 Cloudflare 78 033 19 286 420
2 Google 510 450 6 006 547 DigitalOcean 969 1256 OVH 14 011 1 691 721
3 Akamai 320 646 23 206 Google 719 1235 GTS Telecom 8160 234 149
4 Fastly 232 776 938 649 Amazon 709 814 A2 Hosting 8068 858 932
5 Cloudflare London 23 489 61 979 OVH 708 1034 DigitalOcean 6556 135 910

Provider1 #IPv6 Addr. #Domains2 Provider1 #IPv6 Addr. #Domains Provider1 #IPv6 Addr. #Domains

1 Cloudflare 123 061 17 862 254 Cloudflare 68 963 2 735 390 Hostinger 195 023 195 049
2 Google 27 186 19 833 Amazon 263 48 Cloudflare 73 253 15 955 097
3 Akamai 23 997 12 745 DigitalOcean 56 65 PrivateSystems 5925 52 788
4 Cloudflare London 3443 25 763 Linode 49 73 EuroByte 1784 12 410
5 Jio 1441 153 1&1 IONOS 38 42 Synergy Wholesale 825 150 602

1 Names are based on ASes announcing the prefix for each IP address (see Table 7 in Appendix B for a mapping to the respective AS number)
2 Join with DNS scans
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Figure 5: Supported QUIC version sets per IPv4 address from ZMap scans over several calendar weeks (x-axis) in 2021. Other
combines all sets with an occurrence of less than 1%.

sets in week 18 to a new set including IETF “Version 1”. At the end
of our scanning period, IETF “Version 1” was seen in 95 different
ASes. While the version was mentioned in draft 34, it was labeled
as "do not deploy" [22].

Google (AS15169) announces the set consisting of Google QUIC
versions (including T051) but also IETF draft-29. We show in Sec-
tion 5 that this set was often inconsistent to the actual server be-
havior observable as version mismatches in our stateful scan. The
set with only Google QUIC versions was mainly used by Akamai
(AS2094) at the beginning, but they started to include IETF draft-29
throughout our measurement period. Regarding individual ver-
sions, Figure 6 shows on one hand, that 50 % of found addresses
still support Google QUIC. On the other hand, the frequency of
IETF draft-29 increases form 80 % in February to 96 % in May 2021.

IETF draft-27 is seen more often than draft-28 mainly due to Fastly
(AS54113) announcing the set, draft-29 and draft-27.

Results from HTTPS DNS RRs and HTTP ALT-SVC Headers do
not contain exact QUIC versions but HTTP ALPN values including
the draft version, e.g., h3-29 (see Section 2). Furthermore, the ALPN
can be different for domains even when they share the same IP
address. Therefore, the following analysis is based on targets as
combination of (Domain, IP address)-pairs.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of ALPN sets retrieved from
HTTP ALT-SVC Headers. Other combines all sets with an occur-
rence of less than 1 %. The remaining sets can be divided into three
groups, (i) a set only consisting of IETF QUIC versions, (ii) sets in-
cluding Google QUIC versions covering different ranges and (iii) a
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Figure 6: Supported individual QUIC versions from ZMap
scans. Other combines versions with an occurrence of less
than 1%.

set only containing the string quic. The most common set only con-
sists of IETF QUIC versions, namely h3-27,h3-28,h3-29. It is mainly
used by Cloudflare, besides 269 additional ASes, and thus already
covers a majority of domains. Interestingly, the deployment of IETF
“Version 1” from Cloudflare seen in Figure 5 cannot be seen based
on the HTTP ALT-SVC Header during our measurement period.

Even though Google itself is only the sixth common AS based on
HTTP ALT-SVC Header data, the second most common set is h3-
25,h3-27,h3-Q043,h3-Q046,h3-Q050,quic, containing Google QUIC
versions and older IETF QUIC versions. It is used by 1.7 k ASes.
However, over time a slight shift towards a new set including ALPN
h3-27,h3-29 and h3-34 besides Google QUIC versions can be seen
for targets in 444 ASes. The set only consisting of quic was used
more often at the beginning of our measurement period but mainly
lost its share towards the end.

Regarding the ALPN sets retrieved from HTTPS DNS RRs, 99.9 %
of the domains resolve to records including h3-29, h3-28, h3-27, the
majorly used set from Cloudflare. As one of the driving forces be-
hind the HTTPS DNS RR, Cloudflare is also dominating this dataset.

Key take-away. We find that based on announced versions,
existing QUIC deployments were well-prepared for the final stan-
dardization of QUIC. Throughout our measurement period, the
support for draft 29, the final draft supposed to be deployed [22], in-
creased to 96 %. The activation of “Version 1” by Cloudflare but also
other ASes even before the official conversion of the draft to an RFC
shows that deployments were ready for the final standardization of
IETF QUIC.

5 THE STATE OF QUIC DEPLOYMENTS
To analyze found QUIC deployments in more detail, we use the
QScanner to complete QUIC handshakes with targets from ZMap,

Table 3: Stateful scan results of combined sources.

IPv4 (%) IPv6 (%)
no SNI SNI no SNI SNI

Success 7.25 76.06 27.66 90.70
Timeout 34.50 11.09 12.35 6.01
Crypto Error (0x128) 48.26 5.73 58.85 1.90
Version Mismatch 8.83 5.77 0.74 0.99
Other 1.16 1.35 0.40 0.39

Total Targets 2M 17M 210 k 14M

HTTP ALT-SVC Headers and HTTPS DNS RRs. We extract QUIC
specific parameters, TLS configurations and HTTP headers.

For HTTP ALT-SVC Headers and HTTPS DNS RRs we only scan
with SNI as we expect higher success rates and know at least one
domain per IP address that indicates reachability using QUIC. As
explained in Section 4, for 90 % of IPv4 and 38 % of IPv6 addresses,
no domains were found by joining the data with our DNS scans.
Therefore, we scan addresses from ZMap also without SNIs to test
whether a QUIC connection can be established and to check the
default behavior of targets without SNI.

To reduce the scan overhead, we only select targets, that an-
nounced a version compatible with the QScanner , namely draft 29,
32 and 34 (see Section 3.4). Similar to the results from Section 4 we
use scans from calendar week 18 (May 3, 2021 until May 09, 2021).
General results are shown in Table 3.

NO SNI Scan. We scan 2 046 615 IPv4 (95.9 % of found IP ad-
dresses with ZMap) and 209 729 IPv6 addresses (99.4 %). For IPv4,
7.25 % or 148 281 connection attempts are successful, 34.5 % time
out and 50 % result in the generic QUIC Alert 0x128, more pre-
cisely the generic TLS Alert 0x28 [43]. For IPv6, 27.7 % or 58 002
connection attempts are successful, only 12.3 % time out and 60 %
result in the QUIC Alert 0x128. Messages for alert 0x128 differ
between scanned targets but do not reveal the exact reason why the
handshake failed. We identify that the exact wording of the error
message depends on their corresponding implementation, e.g., we
found the most prominent error message in the QUIC implementa-
tion from Cloudflare and the second most prominent string in the
library from Google. We investigate this further in comparison to
results from scans with SNI.

Interestingly, the handshake failed for 180 k (9 %) IPv4 addresses
and 1.5 k (0.7 %) IPv6 addresses due to a version mismatch. While
these addresses indicated during the ZMap scan to support a version
compatible to the QScanner , the stateful scan failed with a version
mismatch, i.e., none of the offered versions are supported. 99 % of
these are part of AS15169 or AS396982, both operated by Google.
We re-scanned a subset of these targets with the ZMap module and
the QScanner and found that the mismatch between version nego-
tiation and QUIC handshake was reproducible and constant over
a period of time. However, in August 2021, the behavior changed,
and version mismatches can not be seen anymore. We talked about
our observation with Google and concluded that observed inconsis-
tencies were most likely due to an iterative roll-out of IETF QUIC
within the Google network. Due to the complete deployment of
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IETF QUIC by most Google services, these inconsistencies are not
seen during new scans anymore.

As shown in Figure 8, IPv4 addresses with a successful scan still
cover more than 4.4 k ASes (93.1 % of all seen ASes) even though
the success rate is 7.25 %. Successful IPv6 address scans reach a
similar coverage with at least one successful target in 92.6 % of the
seen ASes.

SNI Scans. We combine found targets from all three sources for
our scans with SNI. Besides filtering for targets with supported
versions, we reduce the number of scanned domains per IP address
to a maximum of 100 domains from each source for SNI scans as
described in Appendix A. Therefore, we scanned 17 357 269 IPv4 tar-
gets consisting of 417 708 addresses in combination with 13 290 754

Table 4: Individual success rate per input. Due to an over-
lap between sources, targets do not sum up to total scanned
targets.

IPv4 IPv6
Source Targets Success Targets Success

ZMAP + DNS 14.4M 85.6 % 14.1M 85.3 %
ALT-SVC 14.1M 85.2 % 13.7M 84.9 %
HTTPS 6.2M 77.6 % 6.0M 77.0 %

domains and 14 170 532 IPv6 targets consisting of 344 362 addresses
and 10 176 968 domains.

The total IPv4 scan reaches a success rate of 76.1 % while 11.1 %
of connection attempts time out, 5.7 % result in the QUIC alert
0x128 and another 5.8 % fail due to a version mismatch similar
to the scan without SNI (see Table 3). The 13M successful targets
only account for 110 k addresses, 26.5 % of all scanned addresses.
Furthermore, they are only part of 1.6 k ASes and 82.3 % are part
of Cloudflare (AS13335).

Considering the IPv6 scan, the success rate is comparably high
with 90.7 % but this only includes 90 k distinct addresses from 546
ASes. The most common errors are the QUIC alert 0x128, a timeout
and no compatible QUIC version in that order.

All three sources contribute to successful targets as shown in
Table 4. We scanned 14M million targets with IPv4 but also with
IPv6 addresses each, from (i) ZMap joined with DNS and (ii) HTTP
ALT-SVC Header with a respective success rate of 85 %. ZMap
covers 105 k and HTTP ALT-SVC Headers cover 85 k distinct IPv4
addresses respectively. HTTPS DNS RR results in only 6.2M targets
based on IPv4 and IPv6 addresses respectively and reaches success
rates of 77 %.

Key take-away. While many QUIC deployments can be found
using stateless measures from Section 4, successful handshakes can
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only be established to a subset of found hosts. The most unexpected
error is the version mismatch for many targets from Google. While
IETF versions are announced during the version negotiation, suc-
cessful handshakes fail. After a discussion with Google, we were
able to link the observed behavior, to an iterative roll-out of IETF
QUIC throughout Google network services. While connection at-
tempts have been impacted throughout the roll-out period, it was
only temporary and a resolution of the error is visible with the
deployment of the finally standardized version.

We argue that the large number of timeouts is either due to load
balancers or due to the high duration of ZMap scans (see Section 3.1)
and thus the large interval between version negotiation and stateful
handshake for some targets. If HTTPS DNS RRs are deployed more
widely in the future, it offers a reliable method to quickly detect
QUIC service endpoints in the future and reduce the overall scan
overhead for further studies drastically.

5.1 QUIC TLS Behavior compared to TLS over
TCP

TLS is an intrinsic part of QUIC. Furthermore, due to changed
requirements, e.g., the new Transport Parameters extension and
the necessity to use TLS 1.3, many QUIC implementations rely on
custom TLS libraries. As a consequence, services reachable using
QUIC and TLS over TCP might use different TLS stacks and con-
figurations. Therefore, we evaluate the deployment of TLS as part
of QUIC and compare it to TLS over TCP measurements for the
same targets. As reported in Table 3, the stateful no SNI QUIC scans
exhibit a low success rate. Our TLS over TCP scans can perform a
successful TLS handshake for 43 % IPv4 and 50 % of the IPv6 targets.
We analyzed this substantial difference and found that it is caused
by only a handful providers. Google, Akamai, Cloudflare, and Fastly
are nearly evenly responsible for more than 80 % (600 k) of cases
where the TLS over TCP scan succeeds but the QUIC scan fails. We
evaluated the QUIC scan errors in order to get more insight into
parallel deployments and to rule out any error in our stateful QUIC
scanner. While the Google errors are caused by a version mismatch
as already described before, Akamai and Fastly run into a timeout
using QUIC. We assume these timeouts are due to a similar reason
Google returns IETF QUIC versions in the version negotiation but
cannot complete a handshake afterwards. The same behavior could
be observed for the same targets in multiple scans. In contrast,
Cloudflare returns the TLS alert 0x128 reporting a handshake fail-
ure in these cases. As we are able to perform a successful QUIC
scan with other Cloudflare IP addresses, we assume this is an issue
on Cloudflare’s side. To rule out any CDN specific issues with the
no SNI scans we joined the failing IP addresses with any targets
on the same address in our SNI scan. We found 42.5 k IP addresses
in our SNI scan. We performed a successful QUIC handshake to
only 2.8 k of these. Therefore, it seems most of these addresses
are not actively used to deploy QUIC but are rather an artifact of
CDN architectures. This enforces our idea of an early middlebox
answering the QUIC version negotiation with the end hosts not
being able to actually complete such a handshake.

We find a small number (less than 0.5 %) of targets successfully
completing a QUIC scan but resulting in an error on the TLS over
TCP scan. As this does not represent a relevant share and could

Table 5: Share of hosts (%) using the same TLS properties
on TLS over TCP and QUIC. All properties after the TLS
version are made on targets where the TLS over TCP scan
also performed a TLS 1.3 handshake.

IPv4 IPv6
no SNI SNI no SNI SNI

Certificate 31.7 98.1 17.7 98.2
TLS Version 99.6 99.7 99.8 99.7

Key Exchange Group 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Cipher 99.2 100.0 100.0 100.0
Extensions 67.3 99.9 56.4 99.9

also be caused by the two scans not running in parallel, we do not
investigate it further.

In Table 5 we compare the TLS over TCP scans with the QUIC
results. The comparison of returned certificates can provide insights
into the deployment strategy. We evaluate whether the certificate
collected by the QUIC scan is used for the same set of domains as
with the TLS over TCP scan. With the SNI scan we find more than
98 % of all targets returning the same certificate for QUIC but also
TLS over TCP. Some certificates differ due to the delay between
QUIC and TLS over TCP scans. However, we see a different picture
for the no SNI scans. Only 31.7 % and 17.7 % of the targets for IPv4
and IPv6 respectively return the same certificates. Our evaluation
of this artifact revealed that Google returns a self signed certificate
with the common name indicating an error due to the SNI missing
on TLS over TCP. When a QUIC handshake is performed to the
same target, it returns a valid certificate. Moreover, we see the effect
of Google rolling its certificates about weekly [6] which produces
further certificate mismatches between QUIC and TLS over TCP.

We find few IP addresses which only offer TLS 1.2 over TCP
while QUIC uses at least TLS 1.3 [43]. As QUIC implementations
need a modified TLS library they often include it into their software
while traditional HTTPS over TCP web servers usually allow the
configuration of a TLS library. Therefore, the versions and exact
deployment configurations can differ. We find that 99.7 % of all
targets use the same TLS version (i.e., TLS 1.3). The single most
contributor to differing TLS versions is Cloudflare. We investigated
this and found that using Cloudflare, it is possible to disable TLS 1.3
but enable QUIC. Moreover, we found that Cloudflare enables QUIC
by default, which might be a reason for this behavior. To our knowl-
edge there is no other reason to disable TLS 1.3 but enable QUIC.

As QUIC requires TLS 1.3, a comparison of TLS ciphers, key
exchange groups and extensions is only useful if the chosen TLS
over TCP version is the same. In order to have comparable results
we made sure to send the same TLS Client Hello with our QUIC
and TLS over TCP scanner. We offer the X25519 key exchange
group which is accepted by close to all targets (e.g., 206 of IPv4 SNI
targets chose other curves). Only among those who did not chose
X25519 there is in parts a discrepancy between QUIC and TLS over
TCP. Although the vast majority uses the offered key exchange
group, this shows on a small scale the effect of two different TLS
deployments.
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We got a similar result for the chosen cipher. Currently, TLS
1.3 has five allowed cipher suites, limited to four by the QUIC
draft [43] and only three specified as required to be supported,
hence it provides less choice compared to TLS 1.2. Most servers
chose TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 in both scans.

QUIC requires a new TLS extension in order to transmit its
transport parameters. We exclude that from our comparison to
TLS over TCP to guarantee comparability. Furthermore, the latest
draft of QUIC also requires using ALPN for application protocol
negotiation unless there is another mechanism [44]. ALPN is also
the single most significant extension which is missing in TLS over
TCP no SNI scanswhile it is present in the QUIC scan. Again, Google
and its edge deployments are the root cause for this observation.

The mismatch for the SNI scans is caused by a missing SNI
extension on the TLS over TCP scans. According to RFC6066 [1]
the server is required to return the extension if it used the name for
certificate selection. The RFC does not actively forbid to send the
extension if the value from the client is not used. As it is unlikely
that a target on TCP 443 only serves a single domain but multiple
on QUIC, we assume this uncritical gap in the standard leads to
this observation.

Key take-away. We find that the TLS deployments on QUIC
enabled hosts are very similar to the ones over TCP even though
QUIC deployments are often based on new, dedicated implementa-
tions or forked TLS libraries. For a majority of QUIC deployments,
the respective TLS over TCP deployments use TLS 1.3 with similar
configurations. All major differences can be explained with new
requirements by QUIC. As QUIC requires TLS 1.3 and most QUIC
deployments are by large providers the overall state seems solid.
We expect more diversity in deployments when adoption increases.

5.2 QUIC Configurations and Setups
We evaluate the previously omitted and newly specified TLS ex-
tension to transmit transport parameters [43] in more detail in-
dividually. While some transport parameters are session specific,
e.g., stateless reset token, others are implementation and / or con-
figuration specific [43] and can be used to analyze deployments,
thus we ignore options which contain tokens or connection IDs. In
total, we see 45 different configurations, combining all parameters.
All configurations are published with our results (see Section 1).
Figure 9 depicts the usage of each configuration based on targets
and ASes.

Most of the scanned domains reside within Cloudflare (AS13335),
which all share the same parameter configuration (0 in Figure 9).
The configuration is used by targets in 15 ASes in total. It mostly
consists of the default values as specified in draft 34 [22], an initial
stream data of 1 048 576 B and initial max data of a magnitude larger.

20 configurations are only used by a single AS each and in 50 %
of the seen ASes, we only see a single configuration. Analyzing
specific values reveals, that while for the parameters active conn
id limit, max ack delay and ack delay exponent default values are
mostly used, some parameters differ widely. For example, in the
QUIC specification max udp payload size is by default set to the
maximum UDP payload size (65 527 B). This value is used by 12
configurations, however 12 further configurations use 1500 B and

Table 6: Top 5 HTTP Server values by the number of ASes
with at least one target returning the value. #Parameters
displays the number of distinct transport parameter configu-
rations seen in combination with the Server value.

Server Value #ASes #Targets #Parameters

proxygen-bolt 2224 46 421 4
gvs 1.0 1537 5664 1
LiteSpeed 238 23 846 2
nginx 156 10 526 16
Caddy 105 1526 1

overall, 10 different values can be seen. Furthermore, data transmis-
sion related parameters vary within multiple orders of magnitudes.
While some deployments only promote 8192 B of inital max data,
others support up to 16 777 216 B. For initial stream data, values
still range in between 32 k and 10M. However, these values can be
updated throughout the connection.

Edge Point of Presences (POPs). Interestingly, targets in 42.2 %
of the ASes use three configurations. To better understand these
results, we include results from HTTP additionally collected by the
QScanner . The HTTP HEAD request is successful for:

• IPv4 with SNI: 12.6M (95.8 %)
• IPv4 without SNI: 104 k (70.4 %)
• IPv6 with SNI: 12.3M (96.1 %)
• IPv6 without SNI: 36 k (62.2 %)

In total, we collect more than 8 k different HTTP Headers but
focus on the HTTP Server header in the following. Even though
it is often recommended to reduce information included in the
Server header, it can contain hints about implementations. Besides
the most frequent value, Cloudflare, some values can be seen from
targets located in a wide variety of ASes.

As shown in Table 6, we see the value proxygen-bolt from targets
in 2244 ASes. It indicates usage of the Facebook HTTP Library
Proxygen [12] which provides QUIC based on the mvfst [11] imple-
mentation. The value is from successful connections with 50 k IP
addresses, out of which we were able to associate 7.5 k addresses
with a domain and scan with SNI. 95 % of domains contain either
fbcdn.net or cdninstagram.com. Furthermore, they share four combi-
nations of QUIC transport parameters not seen in combination with
other HTTP server values. Two configurations are only used by tar-
gets located in the Facebook AS (AS32934). They allow a relatively
high initial value for all stream data parameters with 10 485 760.
They differ only in the max_udp_payload_size parameter with
1500 B and 1404 B respectively.

The remaining two configurations are mostly responsible for
two out of three configurations seen in 42.2 % ASes as mentioned
earlier. They respectively announce both payload sizes as well but
further differ in the initial value for all stream data parameters with
67 584. We assume, the latter are edge POPs part of the Facebook
CDN providing content close to the user [27]. Therefore, while
these deployments are not hosted on Facebook ASes directly, they
are most likely set up by Facebook as large provider.

The value gvs 1.0 behaves similarly with 8.5 k IP addresses in
1.7 k ASes. While in most cases, we cannot associate a domain with
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Figure 9: Distribution of transport parameter configurations ranked by number of targets.

these IP addresses, they all use the same set of transport parameters
not seen with any other HTTP Server header values. Furthermore,
this value is the third configuration, seen besides the values above
for many ASes. 14 % of IP addresses are part of Google (AS15169)
indicating a similar deployment with edge POPs.

This shows, that results about the deployment state of QUIC
as shown in Section 4 can be misleading if further information
about deployments is neglected. Combining the unique informa-
tion collected by the QScanner allows to investigate QUIC in more
detail throughout the early stages of the protocol. These additional
insights show that the current deployment status is mainly domi-
nated by large providers, not only in their own networks, but also
due to POPs in external networks.

Diversity within single ASes. Single ASes do not necessarily need
to provide a unique setup, e.g., from cloud providers, a variety of
configurations could be visible due to individual setups from cus-
tomers. The highest number of different configurations in a single
AS is 11 seen at Google (AS15169), Amazon (AS16509) and DigitalO-
cean (AS14061). All three offer cloud computing services allowing
setups from customers. The configurations differ in most values
and single configurations dominate for most of the hosts while the
remaining ones are rarely seen. Considering HTTP Server header
values reveals a large diversity, with 44 different values at Google,
including e.g., different NGINX versions or Python/3.7 aiohttp/3.7.2.
For Amazon, only 12 values can be seen and 9 for DigitialOcean.
While some of these deployments and corresponding server values
are most likely set up by the provider themselves, we argue that
others imply individual setups inside the cloud computing services.

Additional HTTP Server Values. Besides the earlier mentioned
values, the third most common value is LiteSpeed (see Table 6)
indicating a deployment based on LSQUIC [30]. It is used by 24 k
domains in combinationwith 1.3 k IP addresses and 240 ASes.While
most targets share the same configuration, no relation between
domains or ASes can be found. Thus, in our data it is the most seen
implementation not deployed by a single large provider.

The value nginx is present for 15 k targets but also as sub-string
of the HTTP Server header value for 16 k targets on 7.8 k scanned
IP addresses in combination with 17 different transport parame-
ter combinations. Besides only nginx, yunjiasu-nginx is used by
15 k targets and the remaining values include a variety of differ-
ent versions between 1.13.12 and 1.20.0. This reflects, that besides
the official QUIC branch from NGINX starting after the release of

version 1.17.8 [35], others have based HTTP3 implementations on
NGINX forks, e.g., Cloudflare [15].

Searching for further implementations listed by the QUIC work-
ing group [17] only reveals a few hits, e.g., h2o used by 12 targets in
five ASes including different commit hashes. Most implementations
are either infrequently used or not revealed by the header value.

Key take-away. Using the QUIC specific Transport Parameter
TLS extension allows analyzing and identifying deployments in
more detail. Due to the variety of used configurations and individ-
ual parameters, we are able to identify deployments located in a
multitude of ASes as edge POPs of large providers similar to the
work from Gigis et al. [16] but based on a differing methodology.
Taking these edge POPs into account, reveals that the deployment
state of QUIC is even more focused towards large providers than
shown in Section 4, solely based on originating ASes.

Furthermore, we argue that advertised transport parameters can
be used to analyze deployments and their differences in more detail
in the future. The availability of server preferences of relevant pa-
rameters regarding connection properties allows analyzing setups
and the impact of different parameters on QUIC connections.

6 RELATEDWORK
After the initial announcement of QUIC by Google in 2013 [23]
and their initial study regarding the Internet-wide deployment
by Google [29] little has been done to analyze the deployment of
QUIC in its early stages. To our knowledge, the only large scale
study, that investigates the deployment of QUIC on the Internet is
from Rüth et al. [39]. However, they focused on the deployment
and usage of Google QUIC versions in 2016 and early 2017. The
IETF drafts were only in an early stage and not considered. They
discover a steady growth of IP addresses with gQUIC support and
an increasing traffic share mainly deployed by Google and Akamai
as driving forces. Our work is similar in parts of our approach
and overall goals but we set our self apart, by focusing on IETF
QUIC versions, including IPv6 and investigating additional sources,
namely HTTPS DNS RR and HTTP ALT-SVC Header, to discover
QUIC capable targets. The inclusion of the latter two sources reveals
additional QUIC deployments not found by the implemented ZMap
module. Furthermore, our stateful approach allows the analysis of
deployment characteristics like QUIC transport parameters and
TLS configurations.
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A subsequent study from Piraux et al. [38] introduces a test suite
which scans targets on the Internet and evaluates specification con-
formity of QUIC implementations. They determine that 10 % to 20 %
of the responses contain errors, which is similar to our SNI stateful
scans but do not further present the distribution of error messages.
In comparison, we investigate deployments in more detail, analyz-
ing their current state independent of used implementations.

A recent study from Trevisan et al. [45] investigates the HTTP/3
adoption based on the HTTP ALT-SVC Header extracted from the
open-source HTTPArchive Dataset but finds only 14 k websites
with HTTP/3 support in December 2020. The remaining study
focuses on a performance comparison between HTTP versions of
found sites. Deploying active scans, we find that the current QUIC
and HTTP/3 support is larger by multiple order of magnitudes.

A longitudinal analysis of the general TLS deployment can be
found in Kotzias et al. [28]. They show the overall reaction to known
high profile attacks (e.g., Heartbleed) and that the ecosystem can
react quickly to such. The deployment of TLS 1.3 throughout its
standardization and early years was analyzed by Holz et al. [19].
Similar to our work, they find that new transport protocols are
deployed quickly but mainly due to large providers activating server
side support by default, e.g., Cloudflare but also client side support,
e.g., Google and Mozilla. Based on their results, 75 % of domains
with TLS 1.3 support are hosted at Cloudflare. They solely focus on
TLS 1.3 over TCP and do not investigate QUIC. Our QScanner can
be used to perform similar analyses for QUIC.

Gigis et al. [16] recently reported about hypergiants’ off-nets and
their development over several years. They used TLS certificates
and HTTP header information from Internet-wide scans to identify
edge POPs of large providers. They report extensive usage of edge
POPs by large providers, e.g., Google and Facebook. Using QUIC
transport parameters in combination with HTTP Server header
values, we independently identify similar deployments for QUIC.

Additional related work covering QUIC mainly focuses on secu-
rity aspects [13, 31], the QUIC diversity due to the rapidly involv-
ing draft [38] and variety of available implementations [33] and
performance analyses including comparisons to TLS and / or TCP
[25, 26, 34, 38, 46].

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
As a foundation for future research regarding the newly standard-
ized, fundamental network protocol QUIC, our work provides a
versatile tool set, to identify QUIC capable hosts and their proper-
ties. We presented an extensive analysis of different methodologies
to detect the QUIC deployment state on the Internet shortly before
the standardization. We verified that IETF QUIC already gained
relevant traction before its final standardization, and we showed
widespread QUIC deployment. Based on ZMap scans, HTTPS DNS
RRs and HTTPALT-SVCHeader, we find deployments in more than
4.7 k ASes and are able to conduct successful QUIC handshakes
with more than 26M targets using the QScanner . We argue, that
QUIC has the potential to change the Internet ecosystem drastically
and highlight its importance to future Internet studies due to the
extensive deployment by large network providers.

Stateful scans with the QScanner reveal that TLS as an integral
part is similarly configured between QUIC and TLS over TCP stacks

for the same target. In contrast, different implementations and
configurations, with 45 transport parameter sets can be found on
the Internet. A thorough analysis of these differences and their
impact on network communications and especially user experience
in the future is necessary to improve the Internet, support long-term
deployment of QUIC and allow the evaluation of design decisions
from the protocol specification.

The Dominance of CDNs. Similar to related work from Rüth
et al. [39], a small group of providers dominates the deployment
of QUIC. While their research reported in 2018, that a majority of
found deployments could be associated to Google, our work shows,
that the current state of IETF QUIC is mainly dominated by Cloud-
flare. Google is still highly involved in the development of QUIC
but deploys its own version of QUIC in parallel. The dominance of
large providers during the deployment of IETF drafts in their early
years has also been shown by Holz et al. [19]. Mainly Cloudflare,
but also Google, Akamai and Mozilla are the driving forces behind
the quick deployment of TLS 1.3 on the Internet. While our work
shows that QUIC capable hosts can be found in more than 4.7 k
ASes and successful connections can be established with targets in
4.4 k ASes, the analysis of transport parameters and HTTP Server
Header values indicates, that many of these are orchestrated by
large CDNs as edge POPs similar to the work from Gigis et al. [16].

We argue that it has to be considered carefully by research in
the future and leads to substantial centralization. Measurement
studies are easily biased towards these providers. Operators cannot
solely be identified based on ASes but might be responsible for
distributed deployments. Nevertheless, it can be seen that QUIC
as new protocol is used by individuals even before the QUIC draft
is finally standardized and even though prominent HTTP servers,
e.g., NGINX [35], only provide QUIC support on specific branches.
With the standardization of QUIC and increased deployment, its
status needs to be further evaluated in the future.

Fingerprinting QUIC. Based on presented results, we argue that
the combination of functionality from multiple layers of the net-
work stack into a single protocol increases the possibility to fin-
gerprint specific implementations. As long as many QUIC stacks
implement transport functionality, necessary TLS adaptations and
HTTP servers on top individually, the number of parameters point-
ing towards a specific implementation is comparably higher than
for traditional HTTP servers with exchangeable TLS libraries built
on top of an independent TCP stack. As shown in Section 5 we find
45 sets of QUIC parameters, out of which, some are closely related to
specific providers. Further adding TLS properties and HTTP results
allowed us to identify edge POP deployments of specific providers.
Whether this persists in the future or whether the standardization
leads to a separation of functionality, e.g., with TLS specific libraries
adapting to new requirements should be evaluated.
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A ETHICS
All our scans are set up based on a set of ethical measures we follow
strictly. These are mainly based on informed consent [9] and well
known best practices [37]. Our study does not involve users, their
information or sensitive data but focuses on publicly reachable
and available services. To not cause harm to any infrastructure, we
apply measures described by Durumeric et al. [10]. We limit the
rate of our scans and use a collective blocklist based on requests
to be excluded from our scans. We are directly registered as abuse
contact for our scan infrastructure and react quickly to all requests.
Furthermore, we host websites on all IP addresses used for scanning
to inform about our research and provide contact information for
further details or scan exclusion.

As explained in Section 2, Initial packets need to be at least 1200 B.
This increases the overall traffic from our scans in comparison to
most TCP ZMap scans but mainly impacts our own uplink to the
Internet. Due to the randomization of scanned targets, we argue
that the impact on servers is still small. Furthermore, we limit the
number of scanned domains per IP address to reduce the load on
hosting services and providers.

B IMPORTANT AS NAMES
Table 7 provides a summary of important ASes and their according
names.

Table 7: Important ASes and according names.

AS Name

AS5606 GTS Telecom SRL
AS8560 1&1 IONOS SE
AS13335 Cloudflare, Inc.
AS14061 DigitalOcean, LLC
AS15169 Google LLC
AS16276 OVH SAS
AS16509 Amazon.com, Inc.
AS20940 Akamai International B.V.
AS45638 SYNERGY WHOLESALE PTY LTD
AS47583 Hostinger International Limited
AS54113 Fastly
AS55293 A2 Hosting, Inc.
AS55836 Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited
AS63410 PrivateSystems Networks
AS63949 Linode, LLC
AS209242 Cloudflare London, LLC
AS210079 EuroByte LLC
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